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#sf21veuWhy Are We Here?

● “It could be the 
network” is all too 
common 

● It’s only correct (in 
my experience) 
about 10-12% of the 
time

● However, we often 
see clues to OS 
and/or application 
issues in packet data



#sf21veuBefore you start

● Understand the environment
○ Physical hardware or VM?
○ Storage local or remote?
○ Intermediate devices (e.g. firewall, proxy, etc.)?

● Rule out network-layer concerns
○ TCP retransmissions
○ Congestion/loss issues

● Understand the application in question and the protocols it 
uses

● Understand the problem
○ Constant or intermittent?
○ Easily reproduced?



#sf21veuCase study: Simple timing analysis

● tcp.time_delta is most useful
○ Consider adding it as a column

● Identify request/response patterns
○ Correlate with application/OS logs when possible

● Consider the nature of the request
○ It may lead you elsewhere



#sf21veuSimple timing analysis – Example 1

TCP handshake and other acknowledgments suggest network latency of ~43 ms

{

1158ms – 43ms = 1115ms to process a Client Hello?  Let’s check that out...



#sf21veuSimple timing analysis – Example 1

Consistent 1000+ ms to process Client Hellos?  
Might want to investigate that...



#sf21veuSimple timing analysis – Example 2
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#sf21veuCase study: “response after client gave up”

● Marked by traffic after client FIN
○ Often across multiple conversations
○ May be intermittent, based on transaction load

● Examine the request
○ Understand the nature of the request
○ Determine external dependcies (if any) 

● Be prepared to be pointed elsewhere for resolution



#sf21veuServer response after client gave up - example

● Both sequence and timing are significant

● TCP handshake and client request are 
as expected and process quickly

● 60 seconds of ‘dead air’  (NEVER 
TRUST ROUND NUMBERS!)

● Client times out, sends FIN

● Server acknowledges FIN immediately 
(i.e. TCP/IP stack is responsive) 

● Server delivers response 2 seconds 
later, but client has already timed out

● HINT: Examine the specific request

● Root cause: Extremely slow response 
time for backend LDAP server



#sf21veuCase study: “request backlog”

● Absence of TCP/IP error conditions 
○ No packet loss/congestion

● Look for periods of “dead air” in service responses
○ Additional requests may or may not be accepted

● Usually cleared with a flood of responses



#sf21veu

Request backlog - example

● No TCP/IP errors
● 7s without server response
● 110+ requests backlogged!



#sf21veuCase study: HTTP Response Time

● http.time is your friend!
● Two different measurements, depending on configuration

○ Enable all HTTP reassembly preferences
○ If TCP preference “Allow subdissector to reassemble TCP 

streams” is OFF, http.time will be time to first 
response packet (the one with the HTTP response code)

○ If it’s ON, http.time will be time to LAST packet of 
response 



#sf21veuHTTP Response Time - Example

● We are NOT reassembling TCP streams, so http.time is the time between the request and the 
first packet of the response

● We see three HTTP transactions – two requests get a response within ~55ms, but one is 
delayed for almost 2.5s

● Further investigation found consistent delays in a particular type of GET request (pictures)

● Ultimate root cause was poor performance on the server hosting images retrieved via GET



#sf21veu
Case study: TCP handshake - and nothing more

● TCP/IP stack handles initial handshake
● When TCP handshake completes, conversation is moved to a listener backlog queue
● Each 'listening' application has its own backlog queue
● If the application does not “pick up” the conversation from its backlog queue within a 

reasonable amount of time, the TCP/IP stack kills it with an RST
● If the backlog queue is full, any additional conversation attempts are rejected with an RST

– Particularly likely if “can’t connect” only occurs during heavy server load
● Resolution: increase backlog queue size at OS or application layer



#sf21veu
Case study: Check Every Layer!

● Issue presented as “VoIP problem – call failed”
● Initial troubleshooting focused on SIP stack
● Key factor – not just SIP, but SIPS (SIP over TLS) was in use
● TLS investigation showed that the TLS handshake failed – should have seen “Server 

Hello” in response to “Client Hello”, but saw “Close Notify” instead
● Root cause: Error in server TLS configuration



#sf21veuCase study: TCP Zero Windows

● Indicates that the TCP receive buffer has filled
– No further data can be sent until space is available

● Critical question – WHY has the receive buffer filled?

● A few short-lived instances (e.g. 10-20ms) may just be a 
hiccup, but check them anyway

● Lengthy/multiple instances (or simultaneous instances 
across multiple conversations) almost always indicate 
resource contention or threading issues at higher layers



#sf21veuTCP Zero Windows - Example 1

● Note short duration (1ms) and quick recovery (window went from 
0 to 63654 quickly)

● This is definitely a ‘hiccup’
● Usually not a concern unless they happen VERY frequently



#sf21veuTCP Zero Windows - Example 2

● Note duration (4s), slow recovery (window only went from 0 to 
5165), and other side waiting to send data (Zero Window Probes)



#sf21veuTCP Zero Windows – Example 3

● Long time span 
(4:14:17 through 
4:21:06)

● Multiple 
protocols 
affected

● Multiple 
conversations 
affected 
concurrently

● Definite 
indicator of 
systemwide 
stress



#sf21veuThanks for being here!

Questions

and

Answers

Twitter: @wesmorgan1


